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Letter from Secretary-General 

Most Distinguished Participants, 

My name is Onat Yarkın Dikkatli, I am a sophomore Law student at Baskent University and I 

have the upmost honour of serving as the Secretary-General of the third annual session of 

Baskent University Model United Nations which will be held between 13-16 February 2020 in 

Ankara. 

Over the past few months, both academic and organization teams of BASMUN 2020 have been 

working in a tireless manner to be able to give an effort to provide all participants with an 

unforgettable and overjoying experience of Model United Nations. BASMUN aims to increase 

awareness on the conflicts that the world faces whilst establishing an environment in which the 

participants are able to build discussion skills. Therefore, our Academic Team has been working 

relentlessly to create a conference that serves this purpose. In BASMUN 20, we set the theme 

of our conference as “Understanding the Complexities”, so that all the participants will have the 

chance to acknowledge all the historical moments that the global community suffered both 

internally and externally without having to find a comprehensive solution. Delegates will address 

many of the most controversial international and domestic topics in six committees; North 

Atlantic Treaty Organisation, Disarmament and International Security Committee, Economic and 

Social Council and many more… 

With the aim of gathering a wide diversity of opinion on global and domestic issues, we hope to 

inspire our participants to improve their understanding of worldwide dialogue and negotiation. 

Throughout the four days that we devote together, our delegates will be actively participating 

both in and out of the committee to have a productive and an unforgettable conference. As 

BASMUN 2020 Team, we are certain that each and every single participant will try to enhance a 

better type of solution for their agenda items, perhaps even better than their previous 

generations have been established before. Seeing that as the ultimate purpose, our Academic 

Team will be providing a diverse educational experience and we firmly believe that our 

excitement and devotion will give you a high-quality experience alongside our perfected 

academic content. I welcome you all to the third annual session of BASMUN 2020 on behalf of 

the academic and organization teams and sincerely hope that we will be seeing you in Ankara. 

 

With my kindest regards, 

Onat Yarkın Dikkatli 

Secretary-General of BASMUN 2020 

 

https://www.basmun.com/basmun
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Letter from Under-Secretary-General 

Esteemed Participants, 

It is my utmost pleasure for us to welcome you all for the Baskent Model United Nations 

Conference of 2020. My name is Mehmet Batuhan ÇAM, I am a senior of Electrics and 

Electronics Engineering at Baskent University. I will be serving as the undersecretary general 

responsible for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the academic advisor for the 

conference. 

As the world moves through immense confusions, it is the responsibility of the youth to respond 

and react to the challenges of today. With the tradition of tackling the conflicts of the world, this 

year NATO will challenge the most immense security problems of today. New shifts in the 

security environment that occurred in last year and considering the national and regional human 

resources requirements in terms of international relations and politics on the foreseeable future; 

the delegates of the committee are expected to allocate extensive focus on energy and maritime 

security as well as current deployments in Afghanistan and  Kosovo which are in the need of an 

effective and transparent political-military transition period. As  responsible members of the 

society, we must remember that international discussion platforms are not only for proposing 

solutions, it is about shaping the societies that we want to live in. Each participant of the 

conference has the unique chance to change and innovate the future.   

Consequently, I would like to express my deepest appreciation to the members of the academic 

team headed by Mr. Onat Yarkın Dikkatli, for their great efforts. 

Kind Regards 

Mehmet Batuhan ÇAM 
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I.         Introduction to the Committee 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, hereinafter referred as either NATO or the Alliance, is a 

military and political alliance that compromises twenty nine member states from North America 

and Europe. The member states annually meet to address cooperation in the field of security 

and defence. In this aspect, NATO provides a unique platform to connect these two continents 
 

for the purposes of political and military cooperation. Security in everyday lives is deemed as a 

key component for the well-being of North Atlantic societies, therefore, establishing dialogue and 

cooperation is essential for maintaining peaceful relations and frameworks of understanding. 

 

NATO is an alliance that is dedicated to protect its member states through political and military 

means by welcoming cooperation and consultation efforts with states that are not a member of 

 
NATO in security related topics such as defence reforming and peacekeeping. NATO makes 

significant efforts to prevent conflicts not only within but also beyond the anchors of its member 

states through partnerships and discussions. NATO promotes democratic values and is highly 

focused on peaceful resolution of disputes. 

 

 

In case diplomatic efforts fail, NATO provides the military capability to handle crisis 

management and peacekeeping operations either singlehandedly or on a cooperative basis with 

 
other states and international organizations with respect to international law.  NATO also 

possesses a third dimension which is known as the civil emergency planning; assisting member 

states and partner nations to overcome disasters and promote cooperation in the fields of 

environment and science. 
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II.    North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) is a military alliance which was created by U.S., 

Canada, Belgium, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, 

Portugal and the UK[i] for the protection of the Transatlantic security area and the integration of 

European states in order to counter the threats which are directed against the fundamental values 

of the continent.[ii] The organisation was born out of the need to provide collective security 

against the threats that the Soviet Union and its expansionism posed.[iii] It was established as its 

members sought to form a counterweight against Soviet presence in eastern and central Europe, a 

presence which especially increased and got consolidated after World War II.[iv] The current and 

contemporary statement of NATO explains the primary and initial reasons for its existence as the 

following: 

         “In fact, the Alliance’s creation was part of a broader effort to serve three purposes: 

deterring Soviet expansionism, forbidding the revival of nationalist militarism in Europe through 

a strong North American presence on the continent, and encouraging European political 

integration.”[v] 

         A. Background of NATO 

Perceiving the landscape of Europe as a result of World War II is necessary in this context. This 

is because that due the War the nations of Europe were in an abject situation which made them 

unable to counter threats from Soviets.[vi] The destruction that the War brought made the 

rebuilding of the economies of European states a vital, however arduous cause.[vii] The states 

were struggling to ensure security, and they were in a dire need of aid to re-build and / or re-

establish the fundamental industries even for producing food.[viii] The War had ended the lives of 

approximately 36.5 million Europeans, more than half of which were civilians.[ix] Rationing and 
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refugee camps had become an ordinary element of daily life,[x] fuel was scarce, and a summer 

drought had come in 1946 with a bitter winter afterwards.[xi] A rising infant mortality rate as high 

as one in four,  prevented the revival of populations and work force.[xii] There were millions of 

orphans wandering among the shambles of central cities.[xiii] In Hamburg alone, the amount of 

homeless people were as reported around half a million.[xiv] From the military perspective, the 

security of European nations were not that reliable either: after the War ended, the economically 

exhausted Western Allies had reduced their armies dramatically and they were immediately 

vulnerable. [xv] Soviet Union, on the contrary, had its armies positioned in several countries 

across Central and Eastern Europe.[xvi] It was also supporting the communist parties which 

became increasingly powerful in France and Italy.[xvii] The communists in Czechoslovakia 

undertook a coup and overthrow the government there by the support of the Soviet Union.[xviii] 

The civil war in Greece and the frayed tensions in Republic of Turkey also made Europeans and 

US more concerned about European security.[xix] Last but not least, there were worrying 

developments in Germany, let alone the fact that the country was occupied and divided.[xx] The 

Soviet boundaries had encircled the regions that belonged to the Western democracies and the 

danger this situation was posing made Western powers uneasy.[xxi]  

However the unspoken tensions of the USSR and the US were not around during the WWII. 

Even though the two parties fought together to defeat the Germans, they had quite the opposite 

views of the political world but similar plans to have more comprehensive relations with the 

Europian countries. Under these conditions, in a landscape described above, there were elements 

both to lose and to win for European states and U.S.[xxii] The European nations required a massive 

aid to re-invigorate their devastated industries and were in need of a military support to ensure 

their security as well, while it was essential for U.S. to have a strong presence via allies in Europe 

against the East Germany and assaults of Soviet Union.[xxiii] The perspective of U.S. was that an 

armed, economically strong and an integrated Europe was essential for this purpose and the 
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security of the European continent[xxiv]. This awareness of two sides brought about two 

development: The Treaty of Brussels and the European Recovery Program (Marshall Plan) which 

set the basis of North Atlantic Treaty Organisation.[xxv] [xxvi] 

                     1. The Treaty of Brussels 

The Treaty of Brussels was signed on March 17, 1948.[xxvii] It was created by five countries of 

Western Europe and aimed to enhance cooperation in crucial contexts such as economy, culture, 

and “collective self-defence”.[xxviii] It introduced collective defence and thereby obliged the 

countries involved in the Treaty to help others if any gets attacked.[xxix] So, as can be inferred, the 

Treaty had a military essence in terms of cooperation.[xxx] The countries that primarily were the 

original signatories of the Treaty were France, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the 

UK.[xxxi] One of the important goals of the treaty was to prove to United States that European 

states could work together, as they wanted U.S. to take part in the matters related to the security 

of (western) Europe.[xxxii] The Treaty later transformed to Western European Union in 1954.[xxxiii] 

Although it seems like a promising move, considering it as an end in itself would be a mistake as 

it was soon understood that no other than a ‘transatlantic security agreement’ could do the work: 

to deter the Soviets while warding off the revival of European militarism.[xxxiv] The political 

integration that was needed was also seen as a more realizable goal with such an agreement.[xxxv] 

Secondly, Treaty of Brussels paved the way for further actions by U.S. as it showed  a 

preparedness and integration potential: the Truman administration increased military spending 

and asked the Congress to contemplate a military alliance with Europe.[xxxvi] It was likely to not 

go easy as the Congress was Republican and isolationists at the time.[xxxvii] However, when the 

May 1948 came, Republican Senator Arthur H. Vandenburg brought forth a proposition of a 

resolution which suggested that a security treaty with Western Europe should be sought by the 

President of U.S.[xxxviii] The possible treaty would adhere to the charter of UN but be outside the 
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UN Security Council as Soviet Union had a veto power there.[xxxix] The negotiations for what 

would be the North Atlantic Treaty began after the resolution of Vandenburg was adopted and 

paved the way.[xl] 

                     2.The Marshall  Plan 

 

The European Recovery Program or The Marshall Plan, which was named after the U.S. 

Secretary of State George Marshall who proposed it, was a large scale economic aid program to 

Western European countries.[xli] It was adopted by the congress in March 1948 and began to be in 

effect in the April of the same year.[xlii] It aimed to accelerate the economic growth and the 

integration of Europe[xliii] through the reconstruction of cities, re-establishing of industries and 

rebuilding of infrastructure which were significantly damaged.[xliv] It also sought to eliminate the 

trade barriers between the European nations while stimulating commerce between those 

European nations and the U.S.[xlv] as the U.S. provided the economic aid on the condition that 

European nations cooperate and employ joint plans to speed up the recovery.[xlvi] Another 

objective of the Plan was to stop the extending scope of communism across European 

continent.[xlvii] The program was enacted in 1948 and supplied aid to European nations for the 
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mentioned purposes[xlviii] over a period of more than three years.[xlix] The Marshall Plan is 

particularly important as it influenced the path that the Cold War took by intensifying it.[l] 

Through The Marshall Plan, U.S. provided $13,348,800,000 for the rebuilding of Europe.[li] 

However, the aid was not equally distributed to the receiver states.[lii] The major industrial powers 

were the ones who profited from the plan more.[liii] It was due to the conviction Marshall and his 

colleagues held that the development of the larger European nations -France, United Kingdom 

and the like- were the key to the general European recovery.[liv] Besides, states like Italy who 

were on the side of Nazi Germany and the states which preferred to stay neutral during the World 

War II such as Switzerland were given less aid than the others.[lv] Consequently, UK had nearly a 

quarter and the France received one fifth of the entire funds.[lvi] Sixteen nations in total benefited 

from the Plan.[lvii] 

Even though the discussions about whether the Marshall Plan became successful still 

continue,[lviii] the statistical data which compares the economic situation of the Western Europe 

through the end of the implementation of the Plan to the numbers that belong to after and before-

War levels depict the good results that the Plan brought.[lix] The industrial output in 1950 rose 

45% since 1947 (after the War), and was 25% higher than 1938 (before War) in Western Europe 

along with the agricultural output, which soared 15% when compared with the numbers of 

1938.[lx] The plan also contributed to the liberalizing process of intra-European trade, which 

ended up by giving birth to the European Payments Union in 1950 and Coal And Steel 

Community (which later turned out to become Common Market) in 1952.[lxi] Thus, it can be said 

to have enhanced and consolidated intra-European affairs and integration among European 

nations.[lxii] It is also argued that The Marshall Plan caused the stabilizing of the political climate 

across Western Europe thanks to the economic buoyancy it brought.[lxiii] 
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In the context of North Atlantic Treaty Organisation and the effect the Marshall Plan had on the 

factors that caused the creation of NATO, the topic can be addressed under two items: a) the 

impact Marshall Plan had by intensifying Cold War through strengthening the divisions[lxiv] and 

b) the shift of the mentality of Marshall Plan which changed the essence of the plan from 

providing aid in money to primarily providing weaponry to European states.[lxv] 

  

                     3. Cold War and Marshall Plan 

Some experts point out to the implementation of Marshall Plan as the beginning of Cold War.[lxvi] 

Others say that it contributed to it greatly while the Cold War was already evolving.[lxvii] To be 

exact, the Marshall Plan is considered to be a “catalyst”[lxviii] for the genesis of NATO, in that it 

strengthened the divisions which were beginning to take a rooted form.[lxix] It fostered the 

understanding of shared interests among Western European countries and U.S.[lxx] However, 

Soviets rejected the offer -U.S. made an offer to Soviets and the countries which were under the 

control of USSR even if they were expected to refuse- to take part in Marshall Plan and did not 

permit the Eastern European countries who were its satellites to participate.[lxxi] Furthermore, it 

should be noted that the economic recovery of Western European countries caused cracks in the 

nations in the eastern part of the continent which was under the Soviet Rule and repressed.[lxxii] 

Lastly, one must not forget that the speech George Marshall gave at Harvard University in which 

he called for the Marshall Plan is cited as another factor which encouraged the Europeans toward 

integration, thus the signing of the Brussels Treaty which is considered as a precursor of 

NATO.[lxxiii] In addition to this, the speech and the Marshall Plan resonates more as it was passed 

in the Congress and began to be implemented only one year after the announcement of Truman 

Doctrine,[lxxiv] a doctrine which pledged military, economic and political support to all democratic 
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nations which were in jeopardy due to the internal and external forces.[lxxv] The Truman Doctrine 

and the Marshall Plan did mean a change in the isolationist American foreign policy as the U.S. 

was now acting as if it had interests in conflicts that were too far away.[lxxvi] The plans are also a 

development which influenced the further Soviet reactions and pro-actions in the European 

continent.[lxxvii] 

                     4. The Shift In The Essence of Marshall Plan 

The original aims of the Marshall Plan changed after a certain period and diverted from 

establishing the economic infrastructure of Europe.[lxxviii] Military preparedness became the 

prominent cause after mid-1950[lxxix] and it is noted that U.S. Congress accepted this change in 

the emphasis willingly after obvious reluctance to provide aid in the original form.[lxxx] However, 

the economic convalescence of Europe was not accomplished yet, so the shift rendered this cause 

secondary, favouring the drive of military preparedness against Communists in a global 

scale.[lxxxi] As of the year 1952, the content of the assistance became almost completely 

military.[lxxxii] The 80% of the entire assistance to the Western Europe was military hardware, the 

rest being defence support which included arms production, technological advancements, 

assistance for construction of military bases and the like.[lxxxiii] It is argued that if that shift in the 

understanding of the plan had not change, the potential of the European leaders would have been 

utilized in economic development of Europe instead of military issues, and the Cold War would 

not have been intensified as it did.[lxxxiv] Economic progress would have been still the prominent 

cause.[lxxxv] In fact, the incomplete recovery of the economy of European nations makes itself 

apparent when in the time of the outbreak of Korean War, the European states presented concerns 

for armament as increasing spending in this context would create an economic burden on them, 

hampering their newly improving markets.[lxxxvi] 
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Meanwhile parallel to the developments in Europe under the span of the Treaty of Brussels, 

countries like Britain, U.S. and Canada were engaged in attempts to create an alternative to the 

UN without contradicting with the principles in UN Charter.[lxxxvii] This was largely due to the 

fact that UN was disabled or rather paralyzed under the circumstances of intensifying Cold War 

and because USSR held a veto power in UN Security Council.[lxxxviii] The so called ‘Iron Curtain’ 

was creating a duality which got a tangible form with the construction of Berlin Wall. Eventually 

twelve countries, the United States, Great Britain, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, 

Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Iceland, Canada, and the Portugal established the alliance by 

signing North Atlantic Treaty on April 4, 1949.[lxxxix] Three years later, the first new members, 

Greece and Turkey, joined the Alliance.[xc] Despite all, NATO did not have an effective military 

structure and the time had to come to change it.[xci] 

  B. History of NATO 

 

NATO remained almost dormant in its first years, judging by the absence of any significant 

activity to carry out across the globe.[xcii] Hence, it had not have a well-designed military 

structure to enable its members coordinate effectively.[xciii] It did not have a political structure, as 

well as a joint command or a military force that was designated as of the Alliance.[xciv] For the 

structures that the Washington Treaty suggested to appear, the history should have shown that a 
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Communist attack was real and soon.[xcv] The significant changes in this context are marked by a 

conflict which exploded thousands of  kilometers away from the European continent, the Korean 

War, and the further developments in the structure of NATO have been the products of events as 

such.[xcvi] 

The Korean War  had a remarkable effect on the Alliance, leading the way to its evolution[xcvii]. 

NATO procured a military Headquarters in near Versailles[xcviii]. Positions of SHAPE, Supreme 

Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, and SACEUR, Supreme Allied Commander Europe were 

created[xcix]. Also a permanent civilian wing, the secretariat was established in Paris.[c] The first 

Secretary General of North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, Lord Ismay from United Kingdom 

assumed his post at around the same time.[ci] NATO soon consolidated its command structure 

with these developments, as a way of responding to new and rising challenges.[cii] These changes 

underpinned the centralized headquarters and it paid off in the form of integrated and coordinated 

defense forces[ciii] It must be noted that the concerns over whether the USSR had acquired an 

atomic bomb were also another contributor into the evolution of NATO in terms of its military 

structure, as the Allies wanted to improve the capabilities and the operability of the organization 

against bigger threats.[civ] 

  

As a matter of fact, the influences that the Korean War had in consolidating changes in NATO 

are not limited to what is given above. The conflict in Korea caused a great increase of the U.S. 

military assistance and necessitated a U.S. commitment of troops for European nations.[cv] The 

expansion of the Alliance which granted membership to Greece and Turkey in 1952, and 

subsequently the West Germany in 1955 also has its reasons rooted in the implications that 

Korean War had.[cvi] Furthermore, yet again, these developments and their reasons have different 

tributaries and one should not forget that these changes had commenced a little before 1950, 
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when the Soviets conducted the explosion of their first  atomic device and the U.S. came to the 

conclusion that it should come to the terms with the fact that China was going to be a Communist 

country.[cvii] 

Throughout its history, some of the changes in NATO took the form of doctrinal kind and aimed 

to give the Alliance a different approach or stance.[cviii] Massive Retaliation as a strategic doctrine 

should be marked here. NATO adopted the doctrine in Cold War to be able to present a decisive 

deterrent against USSR.[cix] The doctrine simply gave the message that if Soviet Union attacked 

NATO,  NATO would respond with nuclear weapons.[cx] The deterrence of the doctrine, 

therefore, lies in the essence that with an attack the USSR would be risking a nuclear 

exchange.[cxi] At the same time, thanks to the security that the doctrine provided, the allies would 

be able to focus on economic recovery and growth instead, which turned out to be the case.[cxii] 

The Massive Retaliation doctrine was later replaced by the Flexible Response.[cxiii]  

  

Secondly, the tensions between USSR, during the premiership of Khrushchev, and U.S. rendered 

the alliance another approach as over time the relations with USSR improved: détente.[cxiv] It 

stands for a newly discovered function of the Alliance, the relaxation of the tensions.[cxv] Being 

one of the principles introduced in the Harmel Report, the other being ‘deterrence’, in 1967, 

détente is also an awareness that NATO should evolve to maintain its relevance[cxvi]. Harmel 

Report argued that to reach security, having nuclear weapons and spending on defence in great 

numbers were not enough and having a political tract was necessary to reduce tensions and 

thereby in engaging with USSR.[cxvii] Dialogue was emphasized and the basic mission of NATO 

to preserve to status quo was attempted to be ‘to help change it’.[cxviii] The Harmel Report and its 

introduction of détente triggered a chain of events which led to Helsinki Final Act.[cxix] The Act 

secured a recognition of the boundaries after World War II and the USSR with the members of 
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Warsaw Pact signing it as well.[cxx] The signatories of the Act accepted to respect fundamental 

rights and freedoms such as freedom of thought, conscience and religion.[cxxi] In addition to this, 

in the context of a political NATO, the political interests of the members inside and outside the 

Alliance were considered at around the same time and it was recognised that political 

consultation between allies were important as well[cxxii]. This was mainly due to the this kind of 

cooperation that conflicts arose, for instance in 1956 when the Suez Crisis occurred[cxxiii]. Another 

point for NATO in having a political role is laid out in the Washington Treaty which says in 

Article 2 that the members of the Alliance will undertake non-military cooperation too.[cxxiv] In a 

nutshell, NATO having a political role indicates its potential and has such an importance that it is 

never an old subject.[cxxv]  

  

There are other key historical events that should be stated to give one an inclusive framework to 

contextualize NATO. These are the Yugoslav Conflict, the attacks of September 11 and Libya 

crisis. 
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For one thing, the collapse of the Berlin Wall caused a question to arise regarding whether 

NATO was still needed or justified.[cxxvi] Cold War had ended and the existence of the Alliance 

was questioned again.[cxxvii] It was not surprising, after all the raison d’être of the Alliance was the 

existence of Communist aggression and with the USSR and the Warsaw Pact withered away 

NATO lacked the reason, a condition which is considered essentially destabilizing.[cxxviii] 

However, the subsequent developments laid bare that NATO could still be relevant[cxxix] and 

brought about the eastward expansion of the Alliance.[cxxx] 

Yugoslav Conflict is a secession period of Yugoslavia that brought serious civil conflict and 

ethnic cleansing.[cxxxi] NATO got involved in the crisis to “halt or disrupt” the “systematic 

campaign of ethnic cleansing” via Operation Allied Force.[cxxxii] The subsequent NATO 

bombings of regions in Yugoslavia were opposed by the permanent members Russia and China 

in UNSC as NATO was not authorized by UN to take such action; the UN Charter only permits 

military intervention in other countries under specific conditions and the allowance of UN was 

not sought by NATO at the time.[cxxxiii] The conflict marks a significant change of NATO as it 

implies the transformation of the Alliance to a more dynamic and responsive one in contrast with 

the static nature of the organisation before the collapse of the Berlin Wall,[cxxxiv] as a matter of 

fact NATO did not have a military engagement during Cold War, staying vigilant and ready.[cxxxv] 

The conflict also showed that the end of the Cold War brought a power vacuum and this 

phenomenon would be a source of instability in the region,[cxxxvi] while also being a point NATO 

could make for its relevance. Largely carrying out air operations that aimed Serb air defences, 

command and control, Yugoslav Army forces, their infrastructure, supply routes and so 

forth,[cxxxvii] NATO searched for different partnerships in the following process as a way of 

cooperating with non-NATO countries and improving the military and democratic institutions of 

these states.[cxxxviii] For instance, Partnership for Peace program was created, through which non-

NATO countries shared information with NATO members and had an extent of involvement with 
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NATO, the limits of which they could designate.[cxxxix] Towards the end of the conflict, in the 

Resolution 1244 it adopted, UNSC stated “The international security presence with substantial 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization participation must be deployed under unified command and 

control and authorized to establish a safe environment for all people in Kosovo…” , allowing the 

international forces to be deployed and seek the resolution of the conflict.[cxl] Lastly, when 

Kosovo declared independence in 2008 NATO decided to stay in the country to support peace[cxli] 

by maintaining Kosovo Force (KFOR), a force which cooperates with UN and EU,[cxlii] justifying 

its continuation with the mandate of Resolution 1244.[cxliii] The objectives of KFOR, “to deter 

renewed hostilities, establish a secure environment and ensure public safety and order, 

demilitarize the Kosovo Liberation Army, support the international humanitarian effort and 

coordinate with the international civil presence”, [cxliv] and the basic fact of its existence indicate 

that NATO remained relevant at the post-Cold War era, a time when people started to question 

the need for it.[cxlv] 

In September 11, 2001 there came the terrorist attacks on World Trade Center and Pentagon 

(U.S.) as if proving the validity of new Strategic Concept which the Alliance adopted two years 

before, stating that new threats had arisen such as “…ethnic conflict, economic distress, collapse 

of political order and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.”[cxlvi] The same year saw the 

one and only time in the history that the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation invoked Article 5, 

the clause of collective defence.[cxlvii] The attacks were considered as a demonstration of the fact 

that even a distant source of political disorder can cause horrific results in the boundaries of 

member states.[cxlviii] The attacks presented a new kind of threat as the essence of the threats they 

posed were different when compared with what the Alliance did during Cold War: the rivals and 

the threats of NATO used to be in the form of states but now a new type of threat which put civil 

societies in risk arose.[cxlix] After the 9/11 attacks, U.S. intervened in Afghanistan with the support 

of United Kingdom, under an operation which later turned into a coalition of other NATO 
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countries, all providing support in military means to a certain extent.[cl] Operation Enduring 

Freedom, the relevant mission, aimed to prevent al-Qaida having a base of operations and arrest 

the leaders of the terrorist organisation.[cli] Three months after the attacks, United Nations 

Security Council authorized the deployment of a multilateral force, the International Security 

Assistance Force or ISAF, in Afghanistan for stabilization and bringing about the conditions for 

self-sustaining peace,[clii] of whose command it gave to NATO almost two years later.[cliii] Taking 

the commands of ISAF is another big step for NATO in the direction of assuming a role outside 

Europe.[cliv]    

The September 11 attacks and their aftermath has several results for the Alliance and poses 

further questions to be asked.[clv] For one thing, it is argued that the advice given by Henry 

Kissinger of turning the tragedy to opportunity seems to have been grasped as the attacks are now 

considered to be a catalyst for critical changes in NATO.[clvi] Similar to but more than the 

Yugoslav conflict, the ramifications of 9/11 caused the Alliance to be a more dynamic one, in 

other words triggered the change “from an Alliance ‘in being’ to an Alliance ‘in action’”.[clvii] It 

has improved and consolidated the relationship of the alliance with the civilian part of the 

international community; made the Alliance combine military capabilities with a political appeal; 

destroyed the stereotype that Article 5 had solely an anti-Russian essence; changed the security 

understanding of the Alliance from a geographical to a functional one and thereby invested 

NATO with more relevance for future than ever.[clviii] Besides, the intervention in Afghanistan did 

the benefit of improving the preparedness and the modernity of the armies of some members, 

which had not have a war-like military engagement in decades.[clix] 

  

The consequences of 9/11, however, are not limited to these changes.[clx] The attacks also caused 

new questions to arise as implied above. As the mission began to be implemented in Afghanistan 
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and face many challenges, the concept of fair sharing of burdens and risks was contemplated.[clxi] 

Furthermore, the mission revealed different asymmetries in the Alliance over time, in political 

and military context, and different judgements about the importance of the mission and the means 

that are needed to succeed.[clxii] Lastly, the discussion surrounding the issue proposed further 

points of interests that are valuable as evaluated: the need for partnership with China and India, 

as these countries are concerned about the future of Afghanistan as well; the  criteria NATO has 

for being interested in a region, which waits until a crisis breaks out and the deploying forces 

becomes considerable; and the need for more conceptual work about the role of NATO in 

fighting terrorism, especially having a political concept to complement the Military Concept.[clxiii] 

The NATO presence in Afghanistan continues with Resolute Support Mission for the purposes of 

providing training and assistance to Afghan forces.[clxiv] 

In 2011, NATO carried out what is for Anders F. Rasmussen, the Secretary General of NATO 

from 2009 to 2014, one of the most successful operations in its history in Libya.[clxv] He meant 

the Operation Unified Protector/OUP, an operation that basically imposed an arms embargo, 

implemented a no fly zone in the skies of Libya and took actions to provide civilians safety 

against any possible attack by the forces loyal to the Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi.[clxvi] The 

air operations within the scope of OUP helped forces of National Transitional Council, which 

was recognised as the legitimate authority in Libya for one year, to topple Gaddafi.[clxvii] The 

basis of the operation was the violent repression that the people of Libya experienced as a result 

of a peaceful protest they did in Benghazi.[clxviii] Dozens of protesters were killed in a period of 

few days and the casualties only increased as the demonstrations spread.[clxix] United Nations 

Security Council adopted Resolution 1970 on February, 2011, by which it expressed concern and 

implemented arms embargo on Libya,[clxx] only to adopt Resolution 1973 one month later with 

the further deterioration of the conditions.[clxxi] These resolutions relate to the stated mission of 
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NATO as well, while the Chapter Seven of United Nations Charter is as much as important when 

it comes to the mandate of Operation Unified Protector.[clxxii] NATO obtained the control of the 

entire military operations[clxxiii] and in the same month a coalition of NATO allies and partners 

began to enforce arms embargo and applied no fly zone while watching over the civilians in case 

of an attack, all done under Operation Unified Protector.[clxxiv] Operation Unified Protector was 

participated by every member of the Alliance, even though some contributed indirectly while 

others did it directly.[clxxv] Partners of the Alliance like Morocco, Jordan, UAE, Qatar and Sweden 

supported the operation as well.[clxxvi] Additionally, NATO helped the humanitarian efforts of UN 

and NGOs, by providing air, sea and ground movement unhindered access via de-

conflicting.[clxxvii] OUP was concluded on October 31 in the same year.[clxxviii] It can be argued 

that NATO played a political role as well, when one considers the talks Rasmussen held with 

NTC about the transition of Libya towards democracy and setting a roadmap in this context.[clxxix]  

Currently, NATO is the biggest “peacetime military alliance”.[clxxx] It is still fighting terrorism, 

both in terms of Afghanistan and ISIL and adapting itself to new phenomenon such as cyber 

defence and hybrid warfare, while helping countries to manage refugee crisis in Europe.[clxxxi] It is 

working together with organizations like UN, EU, OSCE and AU to promote security and 

stability around the world.[clxxxii] The questions that arose with the collapse of the Berlin Wall 

were soon answered and the uncertainties evolved into different conflicts, in which NATO have 

had significant roles for the sake of resolution.[clxxxiii] Over time, the Alliance and the cooperation 

it undertakes has extended eastward with new members and southward with new partners, for 

instance the Mediterranean Dialogue which was founded in 1994 with the Mediterranean 

countries Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Morocco, Mauritania, and Tunisia, established a new channel for 

promoting security and stability.[clxxxiv] The efforts of NATO in Afghanistan, Bosnia and Kosovo 

taught the Alliance that military power cannot be the sole means to provide everlasting peace, so 

the differences between peacekeeping and peace-making have begun to be considered.[clxxxv] All 
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these have been accompanied by the change of the nature of threats against security, as threats 

against freedom of individuals and the risks failure of nation-states which is bred or exacerbated 

by violent extremism pose are seen more than ever.[clxxxvi] 

  

In 2010 the Alliance adopted a new Strategic Concept to be compatible with the contemporary 

security environment,[clxxxvii] with which it uttered its commitment in taking care of all the three 

stages of a crisis: before, during and after.[clxxxviii] It is considered as a new principle which 

suggested a bigger role for co-operative security.[clxxxix] NATO knows the potential it signifies 

and the international response which it is a part of[cxc] and takes action to adapt itself by adjusting 

its structures and taking new initiatives to confront future challenges.[cxci] As effective 

peacekeeping requires an assistance in constructing modernity and instability in geopolitical 

terms is essentially more complex in that it necessitates a combination of military power, post-

conflict stabilization and diplomacy, the Alliance is aware of the fact that it itself is not enough 

and all these elements can only be satisfied with the broadest coalition possible.[cxcii] Thus, it is 

initiating new partnerships, interacting with NGOs and other international actors which can be 

effective in the relevant areas of crisis, be they Kabul, Horn of Africa, Sudan or Pristina.[cxciii] 

  

Since 1949, NATO proved several times that it can evolve and adapt to new kinds and forms of 

threats.[cxciv] It showed that it is flexible and can fulfil varying needs that change according to 

conditions.[cxcv] A merely defensive organisation in 1950s, it turned into a political instrument 

during the next decade and when it came to 1990s, North Atlantic Treaty Organisation served the 

purpose of stabilization in Eastern Europe and Central Asia.[cxcvi] Of course, the 21st century has 

its own threats and in the line of this fact NATO recognised cyber warfare as an “operational 
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domain of war” in 2016. [cxcvii] NATO is obliged to face these threats to fulfil its fundamental 

objectives of transatlantic peace and freedom. Moreover, the developments in recent years proved 

the validity of the need for collective defence, the basic duty and existential principle of 

NATO.[cxcviii] The illegal annexation of Crimea by Russian Federation is the foremost example to 

it, but the rise of Daesh and terrorist attacks in the boundaries of the allies are significant as 

well.[cxcix] 

  

 

         C. North Atlantic Treaty 

The North Atlantic Treaty is the document which constitutes the legal basis of North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization.[cc] Below is given the most important articles of the Treaty with their 

implications. 

Article 2 encourages the members to carry out cooperation in spheres outside military context:[cci] 

“…They will seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and will 

encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.”[ccii] 

Article 3 consists of the clause which holds the bedrock of the idea of military preparedness 

between allies:[cciii] “In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this Treaty, the Parties, 
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separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid, will 

maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack.”[cciv] 

Article 4 emphasizes consultation,[ccv] a matter which became increasingly important and 

recognized in the history of NATO as explained. 

The famous Article 5 of the Treaty is pertinent to the threats of attack and the collective response 

that the members of the Alliance are committed to give to any attack to any member.[ccvi] It is the 

article which enshrines the collective defence principle, a principle that is at the core of the 

Alliance.[ccvii] It explains that an attack against one member of the Alliance would be considered 

an attack to all:[ccviii] “The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in 

Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them all and consequently they 

agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them … will assist the Party or Parties so 

attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with the other Parties, such action as it 

deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the 

North Atlantic area. (…)”  Lastly, one should not forget that the second paragraph of the Article 

5 states that measures taken under Article 5 will be reported to UN Security Council.[ccix] Briefly 

stated, Article 5 with Article 6 are about deterrence and defence against any threat of 

aggression.[ccx] 

  

D. Members 

NATO currently has 30 members.[ccxi] At the beginning, in 1949, the founding members of the 

organisation accounted to twelve and in the alphabetical order they were as the following: 

Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, 

Portugal, the United Kingdom and the United States[ccxii]. The other seventeen country joined the 
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alliance in the further years in different dates throughout the process respectively: Greece and 

Turkey joined in 1952; (West) Germany in 1955; Spain in 1982, the Czech Republic, Hungary 

and Poland in 1999; Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia in 

2004; Albania and Croatia in 2009; and Montenegro in 2017.[ccxiii] As can be seen, some of the 

members were formerly a part of USSR or a satellite of it[ccxiv]. The last entry to the Alliance 

takes place in 2019, with the accession of the Republic of North Macedonia.  

  

A development that is exceptional in this structure happened when France, in 1996, decided to 

withdraw from the military command of NATO.[ccxv] However, it remained as a member and 

returned to the military command of NATO back in 2009.[ccxvi] 

  

III. The Structure of NATO 

Each of the twenty nine member states in NATO has a permanent delegation at the NATO 

Headquarters in Brussels. Each of these delegations are led by a senior foreign service officer at 

the rank of Ambassador who represents his or her respective government on matters related to 

decision making and consultation within the Alliance. The North Atlantic Council, hereinafter 

referred as NAC, is the highest decision making authority within the Alliance. The NAC meets 

annually at different levels ranging from ambassadors and ministers of foreign affairs to heads of 

governments in which these meetings are chaired by the Secretary-General of NATO. The 

Secretary General also assists member states to reach agreements on key issues. Every single 

decision taken by any of the committees of the Alliance is reached by a consensus. Thus, a 

‘NATO decision’ is therefore the collective voice of the member states. 
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NATO has several permanent forces of its own, operating under the flag of NATO.  When a 

NAC decision is taken to execute an operation, member states provide military forces and 

support on a voluntary basis, followed by the retrieval of the allocated forces respectfully back to 

their garrisons of origin in their countries once the mission is accomplished. It is the utmost 

responsibility of the NATO military command structure to coordinate and conduct these 

operations. Allied military structure is composed of headquarters, main operating bases, and 

forward operating bases stationed at different countries. NATO operations, daily activities and its 

civil-military structure, and security investment programs are funded through common budgets. 

         

A. Civilian Structure 

1. North Atlantic Council 

The North Atlantic Council or NAC is the main decision-making body of NATO and is chaired 

by the Secretary General.[ccxvii] It was established right after the treaty began to be 

implemented,[ccxviii] and it since conducts meetings at least once a week.[ccxix] The major decisions 

which cover the every aspect of the activities of the Alliance are taken in North Atlantic 

Council.[ccxx] In the process of decision making the council considers the reports and 

recommendations which it asks for from the subordinate bodies.[ccxxi] The decisions taken by 

NAC is accepted as the collective will of the Alliance as the decisions are taken with the 

condition of unanimity and on the basis of common accord.[ccxxii] Only NAC has the authority to 
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establish subordinate bodies and the validity and the status of the decisions it takes are 

determined by the level it meets as its meetings can be realized by the attendance of foreign 

ministers, defence ministers or heads of state and / or government.[ccxxiii] When the decisions it 

take have implications in military context, it applies to Military Committee of NATO to fulfil the 

demands it has on necessary spheres.[ccxxiv] 

                     2. NATO Headquarters 

The Headquarters is the centre for political and administrative means of the Alliance.[ccxxv] It is in 

Brussels, Belgium.[ccxxvi] The meetings and continuous discussions are made in here, and it is the 

home to North Atlantic Council.[ccxxvii] The International Staff of NATO are positioned 

here.[ccxxviii]             

3. Nuclear Planning Group 

Initially called Nuclear Defence Affairs Committee, The Nuclear Planning Group is the senior 

body on matters related to nuclear forces, nuclear arms control and proliferation.[ccxxix] Even if the 

North Atlantic Council is recognized as the senior body in NATO, Nuclear Planning Group is 

considered the ultimate authority in this specific topic.[ccxxx] 

The existence of Nuclear Planning Group has further meaning for the Alliance as NATO sees 

nuclear weapons as a crucial element of its deterrence and defence capabilities.[ccxxxi] NPG 

undertakes discussions with regard to particular policy issues about nuclear matters and it is 

important for this reason too.[ccxxxii] NPG is responsible for reviewing the nuclear policy of the 

Alliance by taking into consideration the changing security environment.[ccxxxiii] Therefore the 

nuclear policy of NATO is open to changes, in fact it is modified and adapted according to 

developments.[ccxxxiv] All of the members except for France participate in NPG.[ccxxxv] 
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         B. Military Structure 

Throughout the history, NATO has evolved due to the changing dynamics and expectations, for 

instance after the end of Cold War.[ccxxxvi] In fact, the transforming nature of challenges have 

made NATO a constantly evolving organisation which have undergone many reforms in its 

history.[ccxxxvii]These reforms which are inspired by political developments with far reaching 

consequences apply the most changes to the military Command Structure of NATO.[ccxxxviii] The 

current military structure of NATO is mainly as below: 

 1. Military Committee 

Military committee is the highest military authority in NATO as it includes the Chiefs of Defence 

from the every member in the Alliance.[ccxxxix] It presents the North Atlantic Council as well as 

the Nuclear Planning Group military advice on the basis of consensus.[ccxl] The Military 

Committee has an important function in this context: it works with the Strategic Commanders at 

one side and provides assessment to the North Atlantic Council for political consideration.[ccxli] 

Thanks to this function of Military Committee as a link between North Atlantic Council and the 

bodies of NATO that are responsible for executing military tasks,  the decision-makers of NATO 

are able to consider and have analysis in a wider context.[ccxlii] 

Under Military Committee, there is Command Structure/NCS which constitutes the very 

backbone of the Alliance.[ccxliii] The Command Structure is distinct from NATO Force Structure 

which can be considered as a new military muscle that is created out of an ambition to have a 

pool of multinational forces that are rapidly deployable, flexible, mobile to expand the 

capabilities of the Alliance by being positioned in the boundaries of member countries.[ccxliv]  

                     2. Command Structure (NCS) 
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Command Structure or NCS is composed of permanent and multinational headquarters whose 

places are designated according to their strategic and operational importance.[ccxlv] It is composed 

by two strategic commands: Allied Command Operations/ACO and Allied Command 

Transformation/ACT.[ccxlvi] 

  

Allied Command Operations/ACO is assigned with planning and the implementation of every 

military operations of NATO, as long as those operations are ordered by the Council.[ccxlvii] It is 

under the command of SACEUR, the Supreme Allied Commander Europe,[ccxlviii] Allied 

Command Operations execute with three major tactical-level commands: air, land and sea 

operations.[ccxlix] 

  

Allied Command Transformation/ACT is responsible for the matters such as but not limited to 

education, training or interoperability which are crucial for the dynamics and the transformation 

of NATO.[ccl]  It is commanded by the Supreme Allied Commander, Transformation/SACT.[ccli] 

Although the headquarters of ACO are positioned in Europe, the relevant headquarters of ACT 

are in Virginia with the understanding of sharing roles.[cclii]  

IV. NATO Missions and Activities 

         1. Afghanistan: Resolute Support Mission 

The Resolute Support Mission, or Resolute Support, is the successor to International Security 

Assistance Force/ISAF, which was disbanded and concluded at the end of year 2014.[cclv] With 

the RS launched on January 1, 2015 NATO continued to support Afghanistan to support and 

empower security forces and institutions of Afghanistan.[cclvi] As with the conclusion of ISAF 
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Afghan security forces shouldered the full security responsibility,[cclvii] the new mission of NATO 

is noncombat support.[cclviii] Even though in the initial phases the lifetime of the operation was 

designated and limited, the Brussels Summit of 2018 brought the decision taken by Allies that the 

mission would be maintained until a circumstances show that a change can be done.[cclix] 

  

Resolute Support is the most important operational commitment of NATO so far.[cclx] It consists 

of about 16,000 personnel who come from 41 NATO Allies and Partners.[cclxi] It carries out 

training and assistance for Afghan security and institutions while presenting advice in the 

relevant contexts,[cclxii] all done for the realization of the four year security roadmap launched by 

Afghan government.[cclxiii] The consequent benefits of the plan are considered to be increased 

effectiveness and accountability, while promoting leadership and fighting capabilities.[cclxiv] 

The scope of RS is not limited to those, however. The mission also provides support in areas such 

as operational planning, budgetary development, force generation, management and development 

of personnel, logistical sustainment and the like, for rule of law and better governance.[cclxv] In 

addition, Allies and partners give financial support to the Afghan Security Forces and National 

Defence.[cclxvi] 

The legitimacy of RS is rooted in several elements, being the formal invitation from the 

government of Afghanistan and the Status of Forces Agreement[cclxvii] which determines the 

conditions for the deployment of NATO forces and the activities that they are officially permitted 

to carry out in the Afghan boundaries.[cclxviii] Furthermore, the Resolution 2189, adopted by 

UNSC recognizes the mission while emphasizing the need for international support for 

Afghanistan as well.[cclxix] 

         2. NATO in Kosovo 
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NATO has a Kosovo Force/KFOR that works for the future security and stability of Kosovo, 

having had entered the country in 1999 for stopping the violence and giving an end to the 

humanitarian disaster then.[cclxx] KFOR has maintained its presence since, as after Kosovo 

declared independence in 2008 the Military-Technical Agreement which was made between 

NATO and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Serbia,[cclxxi] and the Resolution 1244 of 

United Nations Security Council continued bestowing mandate.[cclxxii] Currently, about 4,500 

troops sent by both Allies and the Partners constitute Kosovo Force/KFOR of NATO and operate 

in Kosovo.[cclxxiii] 

Originally, KFOR was assigned with the objectives of deterring hostilities that have the 

possibility of being renewed; establishing security and a public order and safety; demilitarizing 

the Kosovo Liberation Army and supporting the international humanitarian effort while 

collaborating with the international civil presence.[cclxxiv] It helped the UN Interim Administration 

Mission in Kosovo/UNMIK to make the wounds of the war to be healed, and make the society a 

more tolerant and peaceful in the future.[cclxxv] Also, KFOR improved the infrastructure of 

Kosovo while helping cleanse the country of the remnants of war: it is stated that KFOR has 

cleared thousands of homes, schools and kilometres of road of unexploded ordinance and 

repaired power stations, roads, bridges and the like.[cclxxvi] It has been undertaking missions in 

terms of the relocation of people who were displaced because of the disaster or their return and 

providing medical assistance while still being loyal to its mission of providing security and 

order.[cclxxvii] It is working to prevent cross-border weapons smuggling and protect minorities, 

besides supporting the judicial, economic and social aspects of life in Kosovo to protect civilian 

life and rule of law.[cclxxviii] 
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NATO, by the decisions taken by North Atlantic Council, adjusts the KFOR according to the 

security situation of the country.[cclxxix] Consequently, KFOR has become a smaller and more 

flexible force.[cclxxx]  It has begun to have fewer static tasks as well.[cclxxxi] What should not be 

forgotten is that KFOR is only a part of the NATO efforts to provide stability and normalization 

to the Balkans as NATO supports political dialogue and processes, which can be seen with the 

strong support it is stated to give to Belgrade-Pristina EU-brokered Normalisation Agreement of 

2013.[cclxxxii] KFOR is to remain in Kosovo until it is seen as an unnecessary element.[cclxxxiii] 

     3. Operation Sea Guardian 

 

 

 

A. Mission 
 

 

Operation Sea Guardian, hereinafter referred as OSG, is a maritime security operation focused on 

cooperation with Mediterranean navies to tackle counter-terrorism and counter the risk of other 

threats to security including illegal migration. Therefore, the OSG is one of the non - Article V 

operations of the Alliance which also covers capacity building. 
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B. Tasks 
 

 

The Operation Sea Guardian will help the Alliance to maintain an up-to-date, real-time picture of 

daily activities in the Mediterranean to assist the efforts to classify possible security threats. At 

the core of OSG, there are three primary objectives: maritime situational 

awareness, counter-terrorism, and capacity building. However, additional tasks include: 
 
“upholding freedom of navigation, conducting interdiction tasks, countering proliferation of 

 

weapons of mass destruction, and protecting critical infrastructure.” cclxxxiv 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Shoulder insignia of OSG cclxxxv 

 
 
C. Coordination and Command 
 

 

The operation is being  led by NATO’s tactical-level command responsible for naval activities - 

Allied Maritime Command - or commonly known as MARCOM which serves as the hub for 

security information for the Allied navies .cclxxxvi 
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OSG is being carried out with full-cooperation with the European Union and other inter-

governmental organizations as specified by the bilateral agreement signed between the actors 

 
and NATO. cclxxxvii 

 

 
 
D. Forces 
 

 

Contrary to Standing Maritime Groups of NATO, the force composition of OSG changes very 

often since the operation mandate itself is more than a specific number of ships and airplanes 

 
with specific capabilities.  cclxxxviii It is rather about the accumulation of information on a massive 

scale to form a more accurate and comprehensive tactical picture of daily maritime activities in 

 
the region. cclxxxix Therefore, NATO often requests the navies and air forces of Allied nations to 

direct and allocate support to the operation in various ways either as active, standby, or 

associated support. cclxl 

 

 

4. Operation Active Fence – Turkey 

 
 

 

The Arab Spring was a series of protests and rebellion in Middle East and North Africa where in 

2011, a civil war broke out in Syria. cclxli The developments led to an increase in tensions between 

Turkey and Syria which resulted with the NATO member Turkey calling on assistance from the 

Alliance. cclxlii 
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Figure 14: Path previously worn by NATO personnel deployed to Operation Active Fencecclxliii 

 
 

In late 2012, the Allies have agreed to reinforce the air defence capabilities of Turkish military to  

defend and protect the Turkish population and territory against the missile threats from the Syrian 

Arab Republic.cclxliv Initially, defensive missile systems were deployed to various military 

 
bases in eastern Turkey by the militaries of US, Germany, and the Netherlands.cclxlv However due 

to rotation of allied forces, currently there are Italian SAMP-T batteries deployed at the garrison 

of 5th Armoured Brigade HQ in Kahramanmaraş and Spanish Patriot missile batteries are 
 
deployed in Incirlik AFB in Adana, headquarters of 10th Air Base Wing of Turkish Air Force. 
cclxlvi 

 
 

At the end of 2015, due to no foreseeable end to the crisis in Syria, NATO has decided to 

reinforce the already ongoing military support to Turkey by enhanced combat air patrols, 

increased surveillance and reconnaissance, and a further stronger Allied naval presence in 

 
Eastern Mediterranean.cclxlvii 
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Figure 15: Geographical overview of the missioncxlviii 

 
 

E. Partnerships and Cooperation 
 

 

At the Warsaw Summit, the Allied heads of governments have made it clear that they seek to put 

more efforts on the international community in projecting stability and augmenting security 

outside NATO soils. cclxlix One of the ways to achieve this very goal is to promote cooperation 

and partnerships of which NATO has an experience over 25 years. NATO has developed 

framework partnerships with 41 nations from the euro-atlantics, the Gulf region, and the 

Mediterranean. NATO follows a policy of dialogue and cooperation in the field with its partner 

on a wide range of mutual security challenges.  It is important for an alliance like NATO to 

maintain such frameworks of cooperation not only within the North Atlantic sphere but also 

around the globe 
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in order to have an outreach to security issues around the globe and to be able to provide initial 

 

solutions to protect the interests and security of Allied nations. 

 

         5. Global Coalition Against Daesh 

NATO, being a full member of the Global Coalition Against Daesh, provides support to the 

coalition.[ccxcii] In 2017, Allies agreed for an expansion of the support to more AWACS flight-

time and information sharing.[ccxciii] [ccxciv] Despite being in coalition, NATO has not committed 

itself to engage in combat.[ccxcv] It provides support, regardless of the individual decisions and 

actions of its members and it assists and trains Iraqi security forces.[ccxcvi] 

 

VI. Recent Topics and Concerns 

         A. Burden Sharing Problem 

  

In Brussels Summit Declaration (2018), the Alliance emphasized fair burden-sharing[ccclxv] which 

has been the centre of the arguments President of U.S. Donald Trump made about the 

Alliance.[ccclxvi] Also it has been an immediate issue for NATO over the years.[ccclxvii] 

  

Years ago in Wales, the Alliance had designated a number, 2 percent of the GDP of each 

member state, to be reached by 2024 with the purpose of making the contributions by Allies 
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equitable when it comes to improving NATO in military means.[ccclxviii] It was agreed that the 

best comparative measure with regard to burden-sharing was determining a ratio of spending of 

defence budget relative to Gross Domestic Product/GDP.[ccclxix] 

  

Although a number of Allies have increased their spending in recent years and seven of them 

pledged to reach the 2 percent threshold by the deadline, there are members which are certainly 

not going to the reach the targets as their financial, political and institutional conditions would 

not permit.[ccclxx] Besides, there are Allies which have increased the percentage of spending they 

make for defence, despite paying less in dollars than they used to in the past.[ccclxxi] 

  

It is argued that the 2 percent goal is not reflective of the reality.[ccclxxii] When Allies which 

spends an equivalent to 2 percent of GDP, Greece for instance, and the ones which are not 

realizing the goal, like Denmark, are compared it is observed that while Greece has been an ally 

whose participation in the NATO operations is low and mobility is worse, members like 

Denmark, which has been spending 1.5 of GDP on average since 2000, or Slovenia are more 

participatory and have armies with better deployable capabilities.[ccclxxiii] The qualitative 

problems of the 2 percent goal is evident in the case of Germany, an Ally which spends 1.2 

percent of GDP for defence, while the number for United States is 3.5.[ccclxxiv] Although it is 

recognized that Germany should do better, it is pointed out that Germany is taking actions which 

do not fall under the defence spending but still serve to improve security in Europe, such as 

providing foreign aid and trying to manage the refugee problem in its borders.[ccclxxv] Although 
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discussions are yet to be resolved, the analysis put forward by experts report that the alliance is 

less cohesive when it comes to issues surrounding defence-spending.[ccclxxvi] [ccclxxvii] 

  

         B. Recent Aggression by Russia and NATO-Russia Dialogue 

Since the illegal annexation of Ukraine by Russian Federation, which caused the suspension of 

the NATO-Russia Council and amiable relations between the Russian Federation and NATO, the 

tensions rose again when the Russian Federation used military-grade Novichok nerve agent on a 

former Russian spy, Sergei Skripal, and his daughter Yulia[ccclxxviii] in Salisbury, United 

Kingdom.[ccclxxix] The incident marks the first time that a nerve agent is used on NATO territory 

and it concerns every ally.[ccclxxx] It is considered a breach of international norms, in terms of ‘the 

fundamental prohibition on the use of chemical weapons’,[ccclxxxi] and an unacceptable 

incident of aggression, which is why it was followed by condemnation from the allies.[ccclxxxii] 

The incident caused questions to arise with regards to the deterrence of the U.K and 

NATO.[ccclxxxiii] While it is debatable if NATO has adapted itself to face similar threats and 

adopted a yielding and inclusive strategy, NATO is still applying its ‘dual-track’ approach: 

making sure of deterrence and defence against Russia while keeping dialogue.[ccclxxxiv] 
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 C. Energy Security 

In 2014, Anders Rasmussen, then Secretary-General of NATO, during his remarks on the crisis 

in Ukraine, has given an important address to direct the Alliance efforts on the issue of energy 

security: “We must make energy diversification a strategic transatlantic priority and reduce 

Europe’s dependency on Russian energy.” cxciv 

The remarks made by the former senior diplomat of the Alliance makes it clear that 

fragmentation or disruption on the supply of energy and natural resources do not only have a 

negative effect on the societies of 29 member states but also on the scope of military operations. 

cxcv  Despite the fact that these issues mostly fall under the jurisdiction and responsibility on a 

national level, NATO acts as a platform for consultation and also provides its capabilities as a 

fusion for information regarding energy security on both military and civilian sphere. cxcvi The 

general context of Alliance policy on energy security could be split into two: first one being 

enhancing efficiency of energy sources in the military and the second one being related to 

protection of critical infrastructure. cxcvii 

Within the view of critical importance of energy infrastructure, the regional tasks of the Alliance 

puts enhanced focus on the protection of energy assets. cxcviii The objectives of NATO on the 

given issue shall include: 

• Direct proper infrastructure protection in physical sense both onshore and offshore 

• Energy area perimeter control 
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• Establishment of control checkpoints and operations against groups that sabotage or 

threaten the energy infrastructure 

• Support the cyber dimension via active and passive capabilities for electronic warfare 

To conclude, NATO so far has been successful in forming stable cooperation networks for 

dialogue and coordination through various programs which is also composed of specific bilateral 

agreements with countries that are rich of natural resources.cc Secondly, NATO provides a 

proven and effective platform for decision making, military planning and political consultation 

which are critical assets for the issue of energy security. 

D. Maritime Security 

 

 

Regarding the issue of maritime affairs from a security-oriented perspective, it is imperative to 

emphasize that around 90% of the international trade goes through sea transport including 

manufactured goods and energy resources such as oil and natural gas. Therefore, there is a 
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high risk of threats towards maritime security. NATO’s policy on maritime affairs is shaped by 

the Alliance Maritime Strategy which is a comprehensive action plan for threats coming from the 

sea.  

1. Alliance Maritime Strategy 

In conjunction with the NATO Strategic Concept 2010, the Alliance Maritime Strategy defines 

the best possible flexible ways for the Alliance to utilize its unique and capable naval forces. 

 

There are four main pillars in which the Allied naval forces are required to take an active part: 

deterrence and collective defense, crisis management, cooperative security, and maritime 

security. The Alliance Maritime Strategy is based on the commitment of NATO to assist the 

efforts to protect key SLOC and to maintain freedom of navigation through the means of naval 

reconnaissance, intelligence-sharing, maritime interdiction, assistance to energy security, and 

protection of critical infrastructure. ccvii 

2. Deterrence and collective defense 

NATO, historically, has possessed significantly powerful, flexible, and effective naval forces at 

its disposal which provides an excellent deterrence against a possible aggression.  These means 

of deterrence include nuclear deterrence and deterrence against conventional aggressions. The 

Allied Maritime Command and the NATO Response Force ensures that the Alliance is able to 

deploy its naval assets rapidly, have control on sea lines of communication (SLOC), and have the 

capability to execute effective mine counter-measure operations. 
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3. Crisis management 

In the history of NATO’s crisis management, allied naval forces was and it still is at the core of 

tasking and control. These tasks typically include: 

• enforcing arms embargo 

• conducting maritime interdiction operations 

• assisting alliance counter-terrorism efforts 

• providing rapidly available humanitarian assistanceccxii 

 

4. Cooperative security 

It is imperative to underline that standing naval forces of NATO does not only support the 

security of the Allies but it also contributes to regional security and stability through engagement 

with partner nations in the region as well as maintain intact dialogue with other relevant 

international organizations such as the European Union and the UN. 

5. NATO Standing Naval Forces 

NATO possesses Standing Naval Forces, hereinafter to be referred as SNF, which provides a 

continuous capability of naval presence within and beyond the North Atlantic. These forces are 

integrated within the NATO Response Force and carry out a programme of scheduled exercises 

and port visits; they can also be rapidly deployed in times of crisis.ccxv Remarks given by the 
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commander of Allied Maritime Command, Vice-Admiral Clive Johnstone, on April 2017, 

provides a solid summary on the importance of allied naval assets: “NATO Standing Naval 

Forces are the Alliance’s ‘First Responders’.” 

The SNF consists of four naval task groups: 

 

• Standing NATO Maritime Group 1 (SNMG1) 

• Standing NATO Maritime Group 2 (SNMG2) 

• Standing NATO Mine Countermeasures Group 1 (SNMCMG1) 

• Standing NATO Mine Countermeasures Group 2 (SNMCMG2) 
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VII) Conclusion 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization has been in terms of staying relevant throughout the history. 

It has been a catalyst to the economic improvement of a devastated Europe after the World War 

II, has been the key to Transatlantic security and has done much to improve and maintain global 

security at several times by preventing humanitarian catastrophes. However, still, there are 

threats that await to challenge NATO. The Russian aggression which peaked during the illegal 

annexation of Ukraine and the Salisbury attack emphasize that an old adversary is still posing 

risks to the Alliance. Furthermore the technological advancements and changing social 

conditions across the world have procured new challenges that are different in nature. Over the 

last decade, Allies have come to the conclusion that a new kind of threat/warfare arises in the 

Mediterranean region. Whether threaten by a long time adversary, Russia, or  by a 

fundamentalist threat targeting the Western values and the transatlantic security, hybrid threats 

are recognized as the warfare of 21st century. Inevitably, NATO has to adapt to it. Amidst all 

this, NATO has operations which it maintains across the globe to fight terrorism and promote 

security, along with internal conflicts such as burden-sharing which are likely to hinder the 

decision-making process of NATO which relies on consensus. 

The Alliance is to find new ways of resolving the new threats and prevent the internal conflicts 

that can potentially erode its cohesion. 
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